Record of Issue of License to Marry.

District of South Hills, Island of Hawaii

License Issued by E. A. Yamashita Date of License Feb. 1st 1907

Name of Male Semochiro Okomoto Age 35
Nationality Japanese Residence Wainalän

Name of Father Shigzico Okomoto Name of Mother Natsumi Okomoto
Nationality Japanese Nationality Japanese
Residence Hawaii Residence Japan

Name of Female Yoshida Satono Age 19
Nationality Wainalän Residence Wainalän

Name of Father Yoshida Saimoro Name of Mother Yoshida Fusa
Nationality Japanese Nationality Japanese
Residence Wainalän Residence Japan

Names of Witnesses Hatanaka Magotaro, Nakano Asakura
Place of Marriage Japanese Church
Ceremony Performed by Sogama

Copy sent to Registrar of Marriages
this 6th day of February 1907

(Signed) E. A. Yamashita
Agent to Grant Licenses to Marry.

District of South Hills Island of Hawaii